Frances Dancy Hooks Award Nomination

The Frances Dancy Hooks Award was first awarded at Oregon State in 1994, when Frances Dancy Hooks, a longtime civil rights activist, and her husband Dr. Benjamin Hooks, former executive director of the NAACP, spoke at the Celebration Peace Breakfast. The award recognizes Oregon State students, staff or faculty who exemplify Frances Dancy Hooks’ work: building bridges across cultures, showing courage in promoting diversity, and proudly “Walking the Talk.”

Nomination Criteria

Selection criteria include:
1. Demonstrated leadership abilities related to diversity;
2. Actions and behaviors are consistent with “Walking the Talk”;
3. Demonstrated ability to build cross-cultural bridges;
4. Demonstrated willingness to take risks when promoting diversity; and
5. Conducting and promoting cultural diversity activities as a sharing, caring and educational endeavor, and not for personal gain.

Nominations must be submitted by Friday, December 11, 2020.

Nominators may submit multiple nominations.

Please direct any questions regarding the nomination to Scott Vignos in the Office of Institutional Diversity at scott.vignos@oregonstate.edu.

* Required

1. Nominator's Name *

2. Nominator's Email Address *
3. Nominator's Oregon State Affiliation *

*Mark only one oval.*

- [ ] Student
- [ ] Professional Faculty
- [ ] Academic Faculty
- [ ] Staff
- [ ] Other

4. Nominator's Role/Department (e.g. student in College of Science, professor in Ethnic Studies) *

_______________________________

5. Nominee's Name *

_______________________________

6. Nominee's Email Address *

_______________________________

7. Nominee's Role/Department (e.g. student in College of Science, professor in Ethnic Studies) *

_______________________________
8. Nominee's Oregon State Affiliation *

Mark only one oval.

☐ Student
☐ Professional Faculty
☐ Academic Faculty
☐ Staff
☐ Other

Awards Nomination Information

Please complete each section of the award nomination form describing how the nominee meets each of the award criteria. You may cut and paste into this form, but please limit your responses to 500 words per criteria section.

9. Demonstrated leadership abilities related to diversity.

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

10. Actions and behaviors consistent with “Walking the Talk.”

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
11. Demonstrated ability to build cross-cultural bridges.

12. Demonstrated willingness to take risks when promoting diversity.

13. Conducting and promoting cultural diversity activities as a sharing, caring and educational endeavor, and not for personal gain.